
MANCHESTER 17 MCC Ltd DEAD EASY TRIAL, HASLINS, BUXTON,  

SUNDAY 7th FEBRUARY 2016 

 

REPORT:  Roger Townsend 

 

An excellent entry of eighty three turned out at the first Manchester 17 MCC Dead Easy trial of the year at 

the popular Haslins Farm venue on the outskirts of Buxton. 

The event attracted riders from far and wide, Lancashire, Yorkshire, and Lincolnshire, in addition to local 

areas. 

The course plotters had to endure torrential rain and high winds when setting out on Saturday, and with a 

grim forecast for Sunday the plan was to make the trial even easier than normal. Limestone and water equal 

no grip! 

However, apart from a severe sleet shower half way through the trial, the weather was dry but bitterly cold. 

The Observers deserved medals, particularly Carina Carter on a very exposed section seven who must have 

been frozen! 

The plan to ease the sections worked by and large but there were no clean sheets on either route, a rarity for 

a Dead Easy event. The main culprits were section three, which was a series of tight turns around small 

hillocks, but got almost unrideable as it cut up, and section ten, which was a climb off the farm track, a 

couple of turns , then a drop back to the track. The turns again became challenging. 

An excellent ride on the Hard route by young Sam Wilson, saw him pip Dave Pickles by one mark, losing 

four and five marks respectively. Sam’s Dad Andrew who finished further down the results must have been 

proud but no doubt had to take a bit of stick from young Sam! 

Mention must be made of Lee Granby who wrestled Father Phil’s beefy Ariel round on the Hard route for a 

loss of only nine marks, no mean feat in the conditions.  

On the Easy Route, Howard Peake rode his trusty TY175 Yam to victory, again by one mark over Jonathan 

Brown, losing nine and ten respectively. A great ride in third place saw the oldest rider, Alan Critchlow, on 

the oldest bike, a 1956 James, lose only eleven marks. 

A glimpse of the future on this route perhaps. First timers Kevin Robinson, and daughter Scarlett, and son 

Finn, all rode electric bikes, Kevin being on one of the full size models. They can’t wait for the next event! 

Thank you to all who helped run the trial, the riders for your support, and of course those magnificent 

Observers for braving the elements and making the whole thing possible. 

 

RESULTS 

 

HARD ROUTE 

 

Sam Wilson (Sherco) 4, Dave Pickles ( Yamaha) 5, Ashley Wall (Montesa) 7, Andy Atkinson ( Montesa) 8, 

Chris Marles (Gas Gas) 8, Pat Trafford ( Sherco)  Rob Martlew ( Sherco) Tom Shepherd ( Gas Gas ) Lee 

Granby ( Ariel) Callum Cocker ( Gas Gas) all on 9 

 

EASY ROUTE 

 

Howard Peake (Yamaha) 9, Jonathan Brown ( Montesa) 10, Alan Critchlow ( James) 11, Phil Granby ( BMS 

Scorpa) 12, Ant Harris ( Montesa) 12, Ray Critchlow (Yamaha) 13, John Cooper (Sherco) 13, Carl Beer 

(Yamaha)13    

 

 


